22nd January 2016

SAILING INTO UNCHARTED TERRITORY
While we have finally seen a resolution to the Iranian sanctions saga, the clarity as to what is now
acceptable remains to many as clear as the crude it produces. The oil markets have grimaced at
the news of more crude to be added to an already oversupplied market; however, tanker owners
will welcome the additional cargoes, but so far are treading cautiously. Perhaps this is not too much
of a surprise given the steep penalties imposed on a number of banks and other financial institutions
who may (in some cases inadvertently) have breached previous sanctions. It should be
remembered that not all sanctions have been dropped and that the US State Department will
come down heavily on any infringements. Under the new Implementation Day guidelines, “the US
has ceased efforts to reduce Iran’s crude oil sales, including limitations on the quantities of Iranian
crude oil sold and the nations that can purchase it”.
It makes little difference to the oil markets whether or not Iranian oil is delivered on National Iranian
Tanker Company (NITC) tonnage or by internationally owned vessels. However the repercussions for
the tanker market could be far more significant. If international tonnage is required to lift Iranian
cargoes before the NITC fleet returns to the conventional market, tanker owners could benefit from
increased demand without the drawbacks of increased tonnage supply. Furthermore, five of the
NITC VLCCs have reached 20 years of age, with ten more units 2002-04 vintage. P&I and Class
coverage is also an issue and may take a while to arrange, a quarter of the NITC VLCC fleet haven’t
moved for a year or more and may have lacked vital maintenance to meet Class approval. It is
highly likely that Iran will at some stage place another large order for replacement tonnage from
Chinese shipyards possibly paid for with an oil swap.
But, aside from the Iranian fleet the real interest will be which charterers and owners will make the
first move. For those willing to lift Iranian cargoes, several obstacles still remain in place. The US
Department of State has issues a 42 page guidance document outlining what is now acceptable.
The document is by no way the easiest guide to follow and full of cross references to previous
provisions and frequently referring to “non-US persons” (US companies and US affiliated companies
continue to be prohibited in trading with Iran). However, another stumbling point could be that
“clearing transactions involving Iran through the US financial system, including foreign branches of
US financial institutions continues to be prohibited”. In an industry where the US dollar is generally the
preferred currency, this will cause some problems, whilst obtaining letters of credit may also be an
issue.
Implementation Day has already impacted on oil prices. Iran will have to heavily discount on price
in order to make any inroads into the current international market and get get more traction into
market share. The National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) has already issued instructions to increase
output by around 500,000 b/d. While the title “Implementation Day” sounds like the sequel to a
Hollywood blockbuster, we seriously encourage any parties wishing to trade with Iran to seek advice
from their legal advisers and check with their respective P&I Club. The London P&I Club has this
week issued a circular instructing owners to exercise “due diligence” before transporting Iranian
crude. The acceptance of Iran back into the international fold may not be as quick and as smooth
as the government in Tehran would like.

CRUDE
Middle East_________________________
'Buy the dip'...VLCC Charterers found the collapsed
rates of last week hard to resist and, as anticipated,
came back into the marketplace in sufficient
numbers to create enough momentum to allow
levels to re-inflate to the low ws 70s East and into the
mid ws 40s to the West, though things had
quietened by the weeks end, and there was some
evidence of a retreat back into the '60s' into the
close. Suezmaxes played a steady hand through the
week, and thinning availability is starting to pressure
Charterers into considering slightly higher rate
demands more seriously - currently 130,000 East
moves at ws 100, and at up to ws 55 to the West.
Aframaxes existed on scraps, and there were plenty
of mouths to feed too. Rates dipped to 80,000 by ws
110 to Singapore and are unlikely to make a U-turn
anytime soon.

West Africa_________________________
Suezmax Owners adopted an increasingly obstinate
stance and there has been enough fat trimmed
from position lists to allow for some improvement to
develop next week. Rates stand at up to ws 82.5
USGulf, and ws 87.5 to Europe for now. VLCCs had
an active week, and rates broadly equalised with
those on offer from the AGulf so that 260,000 by ws
70 became almost 'conference' to the East with $4
million the bottom marker to West Coast India.
Perhaps a little slower over the next period though.

Mediterranean_____________________
Sluggish for Aframaxes, and no sight of any positive

catalyst over the near term horizon either. Rates are
stuck in an 80,000 by ws 85/90 rut cross Med and will
stay there for a while yet. Suezmaxes are being
steadily chipped lower on modest demand, and
easy tonnage lists...140,000 by ws 92.5 from Black
Sea to European destinations, and lower possible.

Caribbean_________________________
Not enough activity, or disruption, to come to the
aid of a soggy Aframax sector here. Rates bump to
70,000 by ws 120 upcoast, and could bump down
further unless delays do start to impact .VLCCs
regained most of their recently lost ground as early
units were effectively pruned, and Owners sighted a
favourable balance going forward too. Owners
demand no less than $6.8 million to Singapore and
$5.7 million to West Coast India, as things stand.

North Sea___________________________
There’s more ice about in the Baltic, and there’s a
little more optimism creeping into Afarmax Owners'
thinking, but just at the moment that hasn’t
converted into anything spectacular. Rates gently
gained to 80,000 by ws 107.5 cross UKCont and
100,000 by ws 92.5 from the Baltic as an interim
measure. Less VLCC activity than of late as the fuel
oil 'arb' to Singapore closed to no more than $5
million which failed to attract Owners who could
make better sense of ballasting options to the
Caribs, or West Africa...$5.4 million would perhaps
turn their heads though.

CLEAN PRODUCTS
East______________________________
A lot of action to follow on the larger ships this week, as
Charterers revel in the soft footing which rates began
the week on. Although tonnage has started to clear off
early Feb dates, there are still ships available to cover
stems. The competition amongst Owners has therefore
put pressure on rates, which finish the week 55 x ws
130 and 75 x ws 132.5. Western runs are pulling in less
today than they were this time last week, at $1.5 million
on an LR1, and $2.2 million on an LR2. Until rates start to
firm, it is likely that there will be more action next week,
which will help to further clear tonnage.
With LRs seeing a fair bit of action this week, the MRs
have taken a slight backseat. Although the market has
been ticking over, rates have remained flat throughout
the week, and have even taken a slight drop on
western routes. AG/Japan has remained flat at ws 125,
EAfr at ws 140, and x-AG has been stuck at $170k.
Although it eventually failed, a $950k on subs briefly for
AG/UKCont indicates that the price floor may not yet
have been found. A slightly more encouraging
sentiment is that, if the pace of the LR markets
continues into the new week, it is likely that thinning LR
tonnage lists will encourage stems to be split. This would
lend a helping hand to the MR market, which has
struggled to shake free the effects of short-haul
preference.

Mediterranean____________________
Reports of 30 x ws 170 for Handy cross Mediterranean
runs did little to wash away that tired Monday feeling
and that hinted at a long week ahead for Owners.
However as Wednesday arrived, it was evident plenty
of tonnage had been snapped up, and with that the
possibility for rates to improve during the second half of
the week rose. As we draw curtains, cross
Mediterranean runs have ticked up to 30 x ws 175.
With the winter weather blowing in, vessels have
experienced delays transiting the Bosphorus and as a
result a few ports have closed in the Black Sea.

Subsequently, a premium has been achieved for ex
Black Sea runs, particularly during the second half of
the week. 30 x ws 180 is where we place levels today.
With recent demand for product to the East, mainly
gasoline, MRs have been in hot demand as we see
maintenance
on
Eastern
refineries
extended.
Movements have been down on Week 2, but MRs are
firming and can collect L/S $1.2 million to the AG.

UK Continent_____________________
As week 3 comes to a close, Owners in the MR sector
can feel perhaps things didn't quite go as well as they
could of. Demand has been strong across the board
with reformate stems to the Far-East and the
UKCont/WAf seeming to be the backbone of the week
and dragging tonnage away. TC2 inquiry has been
limited and with this we have seen rates remain
reasonably placid with 37 x ws 145 in place for the
weekend. Pushing into next week, with February inquiry
already being seen, prompt tonnage either side of the
Atlantic could be viewed as weak targets, but in
general we expect to see the market remaining stable.
A couple of facts worth bearing in mind are that we
now see TC14 drop to ws 70 bringing ballasters back in
and rumours of potential refinery maintenance could
see fresh inquiry put on the back burner.
Handies seem to have found a balance this week with
rates continuing throughout to remain at the 30 x ws 180
mark. As ice conditions gradually worsen Owners will
start to push further to increase the premium, but so far,
with little success. Strong foundations have been built
by Owners, now it is time to see what can be produced.
Supporting this consistency, we find ourselves at the
Flexi market. Not surprisingly the flat sentiment extends
here also as 22 x ws 200 with both COA and market
stems clipping away available tonnage. This leaves us
by the end of the week with a market in equilibrium and
looking ahead inquiry shall define which way this
swings.

DIRTY PRODUCTS
Handy____________________________
As the week slowly got to grips with the hidden
tonnage in the continent Charterers sensed an
opportunity to lower fixing levels, although with the
activity that proceeded such market lows, we are
sat now only slightly beneath values from where
trading began. Focusing ahead, The Ice class units
are looking sturdier in being able to withstand
negative impact, with the non-ice units offering
scope to widen differentials.
In the Med solid foundations have been laid as an
influx of requirement grips the region. Furthermore
with all sub zones firing simultaneously the tonnage
lists come Friday have been stripped right back
where with further activity, Owners now sense the
opportunity to try and raise levels north in direction.

MR______________________________
The continent this week managed to shed some of
its availability which had been acting as a leveller
for Owner aspiration.
From this week’s trading,
future values will be more reliant upon what activity
follows, as in this region sustained inactive periods
have been known to occur!

In the Med MR’s have had a rather more
challenging time this week, as at one stage with an
active Handy market the front end of the lists
became MR heavy.
Realising that when the
eventual full requirement was presented that
competition would be intense; the market has
reached by shedding some value.

Panamax_________________________
A caldron of negative conditions has been stirred
this week as a soft Caribbean market saw units
ballast this way, adding to the natural tonnage
supply. This combined with a soft Aframax market
offering a better dollar/Mt (on a pro-rated basis) has
opened the door to imminent negative correction
at the time of writing. This said, once values
between the markets have realigned decline, it is
likely to be captured, meaning the market floor is
likely to be found pretty quickly.
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